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University police understaffed
Three department vacancies created in past three weeks
By Mark Katches
The SJSU Police Department has lost three of its
sworn officers this month, and suddenly department
management is concerned about inadequate staffing.
The department has 25 officer positions but only 20
officers. Three recent vacancies opened when Chief Earnest Quinton took an indefinite sick leave two weeks ago,
officer Barry Barner left for the Campbell Police Department two weeks ago, and Sgt. Bucky Harris took a position at San Jose Police Department three weeks ago.
Because of the resignation of officer Eric Zeno and
the disabiJity leave of Investigator Rick Malone, two
other vacancies were created last year.
Replacements can’t be hired until all the departed individual’s vacation and sick leave have expired.
Russ Lunsford, University Police information officer, said this is the reason why a replacement for Zeno
will not be named until next week, and why one has not
been named to fill Malone’s position.
SJSU Lt. Larry James said the department will appoint a replacement to fill Zeno’s position April 9. The replacement is Paul Hemmoch, who will report to the California Police Academy April 16.
He will spend three months in the academy, hut will
he paid an officer’s salary starting April 9.

The addition of Hemmoch will not alleviate the staffing problem until he completes the academy in July,
Lunsford said.
Lunsford said hiring personnel before they begin
training is not uncommon.
"We are fortunate if the person has had academy
training, but we are looking more at the caliber of the
person," Lunsford said.
The department also hopes to add an investigator in
April and two temporary patrol officers in May.
"We’re hoping that by the end of May, we will be up
to normal staffing," James said. "Anything less than
normal is inadequate."
Lunsford said the accumulated sick leave and vacation of Barner and Harris will have expired by May. However, Quinton’s accumulated time will not expire until
the summer, Lunsford said.
Meanwhile, the department has been forced to compensate for the loss in personnel by working more hours,
increasing work loads and curtailing vacation and sick
time, James said. He said the staffing currently is inadequate.
"We can limp along with two or three less officers on
patrol," he said. "Rut it’s to our benefit to get them filled
as soon as possible."

Several officers have left University Police to seek
better positions and higher pay, said James. This is one
reason for the staffing problem.
University Police has maintained an attrition rate of
more than one officer leaving for SJPD annually.
The starting monthly salary for officers at SJSU is
$1,84 and the highest pay scale for officers is $2,222. The
highes University Police salary is lower than the starting salla.’y at SJPD.
Office. ,s at SJPD start at $2,286 a month. The highest
monthly salary officers can attain at SJPD is $2,779.
James said University Police cannot compete with
the larger police departments in terms of salaries and
promotional possibilities.
"We’ve been hit hard the last couple of years because
pay has shot up for larger agencies," James said. "There
was a time when we had parity with most agencies in the
area."
The last time SJSU officers received a pay raise was
January 1983. James said price scales are fixed by the
California State University system.
Harris said he did not leave SJSU because of salary.
In fact he has taken an initial pay cut at SJPD.
After spending six years with University Police, he
continued on back page

Rites of spring
Spring has sprung
which traditionally marks the
opening of the baseball
season. But baseball is not the
business on the SJSU football
team’s mind. The Spartan
season is more than five
months away, but spring
drills began last week at South
Campus.
The Spartans hope to
rebound under new head
coach Claude Gilbert from
their first losing season in five
years.
Gilbert had served as
Jack Elway’s defensive
coordinator the last three
years, but took over the top
spot when Elway left for
Stanford.
The Spartans’ spring
drills, so far, have centered
mainly around stretching.
The drills will continue for
four more weeks of early
training for the September
opener against New Mexico
State.
The five-week practice
session will culminate with a
scrimmage at the South
Campus field, where many
people will gets chance to see
some Spartans for the first
time

By Tim Goodman
John Brazil, interim academic vice president,
has announced he will leave SJSU to accept the
presidency of Southeastern Massachusetts University.
Brazil was chosen from a field of more than 160
candidates to head the school, which is located in
the northern part of Dartmouth, Mass. He will replace Interim President William C. Wild Jr.
Brazil was named interim academic vice president last year to replacing Hobert Burns. He also
served previously as president Gail Fullerton’s executive assistant for two years, and is a tenured
professor of Humanities and American Studies
Although Brazil is
looking forward to his
new responsibilities, he
has "mixed feelings"
about leaving SJSU.
"From one point of
view it’s a great opportunity," he said. "(But)
part of me is reluctant
to go. I’ll miss the institution and the people."
Brazil was nominated for the position by
someone else, but declined to speculate on
who it may have been.
"1 was nominated
and when they conJohn Brazil
tacted me, I sent them
my materials," he said.
Brazil said he informed Southeastern Massuchusetts of his decision last Wednesday evening
after negotiating in the morning.
The position will make him "chief executive.
and will encompass a variety of duties, Brazil said.
However, he added that no changes will be made
immediately.
"There are some things that I’m interested in
examining further. There may be changes necessary. I’ll know that better when I get more acquainted with the university," he said.
Brazil said he was "very impressed" sith the
faculty and administration at Southeastern Massuchusetts, and said he will use their input when he
takes over.
"I will get a lot of help and I’m probably going
to need it," Le said.

Local Hart campaign
opens to small crowd

University Zone plan criticized

By Net ha Thacker

By Tim Goodman

About 150 people braved the breezes
of Park Center Plaza Thursday evening
to attend the grand opening of the South
Bay Campaign Headquarters of "Americans with Hart."
Steve Wozniak, founder of Apple
Computers, was featured speaker at the
opening. Wearing blue jeans with a blue
oxford shirt and tie, Wozniak, a former
SJSU student, compared the beginnings
of Hart’s campaign to his own beginnings,
"in a garage, on a shoestring" budget.
"All of a sudden, what was a sure
thing, exploded," he said, referring to
Hart’s surge in a process that many say
was designed to assure Mondale’s nomination.
Saying Hart represented a balance
between flexibility and experience, Wozniak added, "I think he has the best
chance to appeal to a broad range of
ages."
State Sen. Dan McCorquodale, DSanta Clara, also noted Hart’s broad appeal, citing "the type of crowd that’s
here," which ranged in age from college
students to those who admitted to being
"over-50," as an example.
McCorquodale also noted that this
headquarters was the first Hart headquarters to open in California, saying the
Hollywood headquarters, which also
opened Thursday night, would not be open
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"for a couple of hours yet."
The opening night ceremony, which
included a ceremonial ribbon cutting by
Wozniak, was also attended by Assemblyman John Vasconcellos, D-San Jose.
Vasconcellos praised Hart as "a person willing to break stride with the past"
and said he has the best chance to beat
Ronald Reagan in November, "which I
think is crucial for the well-being of everybody in this country and around the
world."
Several SJSU students were present
at the opening, including Connie Robinson, a member of Hart’s steering committee for the 10th district in Santa Clara
County, and Students with Hart. Robinson
Is also chairperson of Campus Democrats, which has decided not to endorse
any candidate until after the June primary.
John Stipicevich, recently elected Director of Non-traditional Minority Affairs
at SJSU, was also present. Stipicevich
said he hoped to be a Hart delegate at the
convention.
Roy Christman, SJSU political science lecturer, urged Republicans and Independents present to register as Democrats in order to vote in the Democratic
primary, "where all the action is."
In a message read at the ceremony,
Hart praised California for it’s "willingness to find new ideas."

Housing proposal is ’just for students,’ city reps contend
The University Zone Association met
Thursday with various groups that do not
support some of its proposals, and the result was "kind of eventful, to say the least,"
UZA Chairman Bill Baron said.
Representatives of the Mental Health
Advocacy Project, Job Corps. and Councilwoman Susan Hammer’s office gathered
in the Student Union to vent "constructive
criticism" of UZA’s proposals.
In turn, UZA "clarified some of the
points of our program," Baron said.
The groups didn’t support UZA’s plan
to establish a zone that would provide lowcost, high -quality housing that would be
available primarily to students, he said.
He didn’t agree with the groups’ argument that UZA was trying to create a zone
"just for students."
"1 think that’s an inaccurate assumption," Baron said, "but we got all that out
at the meeting."
The UZA has also expressed concern
about non -licensed residential care homes,
crime in the area surrounding the university, and poorly maintained houses in the
area.
But the real issue on which the groups
criticize UZA is housing, Baron said.
Hammer’s office disagrees with the
UZA over the need to change zoning laws
for student housing, Baron said. The UZA
has stressed that it doesn’t necessarily

want to change zoning either, but wants the
availaye housing within the zone.
The proposed university zone would be
from Fourth Street to 15th Street, and from
Santa Clara Street to Interstate 280.
UZA has stated that groups are not supporting its proposals, which include general plans to "beautify" the zone, because

"There’re a lot of things we could do,
because there are a lot of things that need
lobe cleaned up," Baron said.
The UZA will try to get other student
groups involved in the "beautification"
process, he said, but he stressed that to be
effective, UZA will have to have a lot of involvement.

’There’s no way we can
put our goals into action
unless we have the

"There’s no way we can put our goals
into action unless we have the support," he
said, adding that a combined effort would
be "very effective."

support.’

"I’m very optimistic about it," he said.
"It’s rare that students get out and do
something (about the surrounding community I. If we take an active role it proves
that we can do something, and that’s a step
in the right direction."

Bill Baron,
University Zone
Association chairman
the groups are unclear of the actual proposals.
"What the meeting was for was to listen to these groups that have not supported
our programs," Baron said, "They gave us
some good direction, and we kind of decided which way we wanted to go."
Baron said the groups supported UZA’s
plans to start "community events" such as
"walking down 11th Street and picking up
all the leaves or garbage," and similar projects.

Baron said campus groups could combine in the effort "and then work with Job
Corps. We would all team up together to do
community service work."
He said that events such as barbeques
and parties could be scheduled to increase
interest.
"I think we could have a lot of fun doing
it," Baron said, "If it’s a worthwhile goal,
people will be interested. I think it’s in their
best interest,"
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Working on the Spartan Daily is my
first exposure to being a reporter. As a
novice. I thought I would get a chance to
warm my way up into the issues of the reporting world.
I anticipated writing such investigative stories as how many commuting students could be forced to drive in circles
around the campus parking garages.
After finding out the "who, what, when,
where, why and how" of that story, I could
move on to more in-depth stories.
An example would be a story covering
how many stray dogs and how many stray
bums and who knows what else
bathed in our infamous campus fountain
on a sunny afternoon.
Instead. I was thrust into covering the
controversial Recreation and Events Center. It wasn’t exactly what I counted on as
a warm- up issue to gain experience as a
reporter. The news was almost enough to
make me change my major.
Armed with my trusty ballpoint pen
and my reporter’s notepad. I valiantly
forged on.
With the completion of the Associated
Students election, I thought the favorable
vote for the initiative to terminate the construction of the Rec Center might close the
entire issue up.
But I knew better.
My journalistiC instincts told me all
the commoljaupriptintli.ng the proposed
facility wasn’t over yet. In fact, it was just
the beginning.
My Spartan Daily press pass gives me
the privilege to work on weekends. No one
wants to work on the weekends, but believe me, the issues I have uncovered were
well worth the extra hours.
The two most written about students
on the SJSU campus are in the news again.
Larry Dougherty, A.S. vice president
and Michael Schneider, A.S. controller,
hold two of the three highest executive positions in our student government.
Through opposing campaigns. Schneider and Dougherty have coordinated committees to express their views of the Rec
Center so students would be able "to see
the light."
The publicity this semester about the
Rec Center clearly leads students to believe Schneider and Dougherty probably
could never be the best of friends.
This puts the fun into my job. Schneider and Dougherty feed off the lines they
throw each other. All I have to do is stand
in the middle to catch the insults.
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The straight REC scoop
I dint tool around.
My responsibilities as a journalist are
to give the public accurate, objective and
impartial accounts of timely events. In
other words, to keep my opinions out of the
stories and just report the facts.

LIST

In an ellort to cool dov.ii the heated
issue between the two opponents, a
circumstantial meeting had to be called.
The Student Union Board of Directors
approved a recommendation last Friday
that states under no circumstances are
Schneider and Dougherty to represent opposing sides of the Rec Center.
According to Jeff Coughlan, chairman
of SUBOD, the recommendation, which
passed by an 6-3-2 vote, was made to alleviate disharmonious emotions between
SUBOD and the AS.
"The A.S. and SUBOD are both organizations for the students and by the students. I think these organizations could receive too much criticism from students if
they (Schneider and Dougherty) continue
to argue," A.S. president Kathy Cordova
said.
At the time, Schneider. Dougherty and
members of their respective committees,
"Don’t Wreck the REC" and the "Committee to Stop the wRECk," refused to
comment.
What does a journalist do in cases of
silent sources?
Give an accurate, objective and impartial account of the timely event.
I later spotted Schneider and Dougherty sharing a table in the pub yesterday.
I just missed the end of their conversation,
and I sensed an unusual serenity in the air.
Like any good reporter, I rushed to their
table to get the scoop on a potential story.
The two casually pushed aside their
half-empty pitcher of beer and rose from
the table. The only clue they would give
me was Schneider’s quick comment of
"the opposing committee coordinators of
the Rec Center are combining their members to set up a neutral party called "The
RECIess wRECkers." Dougherty nodded
in agreement. "It’s still in the planning
stages," said Dougherty. Could this be a
herculean effort to carry out the recommedation of SUBOD? We have yet to find
the answers.
And so ends another event in Rec Center issue. After covering this story and all
the other Rec Center events this semester,
could a reporter ask for a more heated
beat?
I must admit. I’ve got my work cut out
for me. The future of the Rec Center may
or may not be able to set its roots into the
ground of our campus, but because of its
controversy, my proposed journalism career will definitely be constructed.
There’s a lesson to be learned here besides a reporter’s responsibilities. Schneider and Dougherty are clear examples of
two men who strongly stand up for what
they believe in.
They have openly voiced their opinions and let themselves be subjects of criticism and controversy. I’d like to be the
first to commend their efforts concerning
the Rec Center. They definitely don’t fool
around.
Contrary to my opening statement. I
do. This is my "better late than never" effort to lighten up the debated Rec Center
issue. Remember, yesterday was April 1
So to all of you gullible people out there,
April fool !
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America can’t break standard bending
I am now convinced some Americans are
subtly taught to cheat or bend the rules as children and on through adulthood.
Whether they realize it, parents are constantly sending messages to children by their
attitudes as they casually break or bend rules.

Greg Brooks
Staff Writer

Whether these crimes are minor or felonious is not the issue. I’m concerned with parents
who lecture their children on the importance of
obeying rules, but tell them to "shut up" when
the kids ask why rnommy made an illegal Uturn.
This double standard used by parents en-

courages a casual attitude toward cheating in
the children as they grow older.
They begin to associate adulthood with the
privilege of breaking rules, and then take advantage of that privilege when they get there.
While touring across the United States as a
child, I witnessed my mother casually nab approximately eighteen towels and two ashtrays
from Travelodge motels without blinking an
eye.
A friend of mine has her son screen all
messages for people she doesn’t want to talk to.
He screens out the "no-go’s" by coming up
with excuses for her unavailability.
When I was a child, in order to take a tour
through the Washington Capital, my grandmother demanded I tell the guard I was eight
the minimum age
instead of my true age
which was six.
I can’t count the times I would see my parents and my friends illegally tear the tag off a
pillow, or worse, tell kids not to "ditch," while
they nonchalantly call in sick because they
don’t feel like going to work.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The forum page is
your page. The Daily
encourages readers’
comments on any
topic. The viewpoints
expressed in opinion
articles and cartoons
are those of the author. Editorials appearing on this page
are the opinion of the
Spartan Daily.

Reader says Daily editorial
’absurd,’ smacks of censorship’
I read the editorial "A clash with ’the Word’ "
(Spartan Daily, March 27) with great interest. While I
don’t agree with Cindy Smock and her ideas, neither can
I understand the legal logic that the Spartan Daily uses
in implying that she should not be allowed to speak on
campus.
No. I can’t understand. the thinking of Ms. Smock
and others of her ilk. I find their views on homosexuality, religion, education and other matters not only absurd but a perversion of true Christian values. I sincerely hope that they will someday see the light and
mend their ways.
On the other hand, the Spartan Daily’s view of this
matter is an absurd one as well, suggesting censorship
and a return to the days of McCarthyism. The basic idea
behind freedom of speech, which the Daily seems to ignore, is tolerating views which are unpopular.
When the founding fathers wrote the Bill of Rights,
they knew quite well that in a society ruled by a majority, a possibly unpopular minority needed to be heard.
without threat of reprisal, to present all points of view
and thus create the climate for informed and just decisions the hallmark of our democratic process.
Over the past 20 years. this Democratic principle
has been especially true on college campuses and in college newspapers throughout the contry. During the ’60s
and ’705, students, student editors and professors demonstrated and went to jail to uphold this First Amendment right.
For the Daily to be selective and say that it might
not belong to a few people whose views do not express
the majority will is an abdication of its own heritage.
It is true, in cases like Schneck v. U.S. and Chaplinsky v. New Hampshire, that freedom of speech can be
limited under certain circumstances such as war, insurrection or incitement of violence.
But I don’t think that applies in this case. Ms.
Smock’s incitements are no more violent than those propounded by other speakers invited or otherwise
such as Angela Davis or Stokely Charmichael. All must
be treated equally or not at all.
No, I don’t much care for Cindy Smock and her
ideas, but I will defend her right to state them on this
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Or how about parents who demand their
chi:dren abstain from drinking or smoking, yet
continue to smoke and drink themselves?
I could go on and on. Casual cheating is in- stilled in our society as a common or normal
way to get around those nasty obstacles
rules.
Television cartoons are constantly making
protagonists out of people who successfully
bend or even ignore the rules.
Parents or someone referring to parents
invented the term," Do as! say, not as I do." Is
it any wonder that casual cheating is considered a privilege given to all who reach adulthood?
This attitude, like racism, is ingrained in
our society. Unfortunately, it’s too late for myself and others who are conditioned to informally bend the rules, but the tots still have a
chance.
If we concentrate on eliminating double
standards in our parenting today, maybe the
IRS won’t have as much trouble with people
cheating on their taxes in the future.
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campus, just as I would defend the right Ms. Davis to
speak on campus, much as I abhor her views.
This seems to be more than the Daily is willing to do
in this year, the 20th anniversary of the Free Speech
movement.
For a college newspaper, a supposed bastion of free
speech, to suggest that a person should not be allowed to
express his or her views on campus smacks of
censorship something that should not be permitted in
this country or on this campus.
I.arry Parmeter
Education
graduate

Daily should report real news,
not name calling, reader says
This letter is in response to all the letters about the
name calling done by members of the A.S. I was involved in A.S. about three years ago and I realize what
happens during the voting season at SJSU.
Three years ago, there was an A.S. member who
would do anything or say anything to get his name
printed in the Daily.
In fact, on one occasion, he went so far to call the
University Police about an incident. The incident involved him and his adversary during an A.S. election.
Of course the incident was purely political, but the
Spartan Daily still made it out to be a big deal I suppose any good reporter for the National Enquirer would
too.
All in all, I think the Daily shpould report real news
Otherwise, the Daily may be found in local grocery markets alongside the National Enquirer.
Clark Meadows
Physics
senior

LETTERS

AU letters must bear the tyrtter’s name, signature.
major, phone number and class standing The phone
number is for verification purposes, and will be not be
printed.
Letters can be delivered to the Daily, upstairs in
Dwight Bentel Hall, or to the information center on the
first floor of the Student Union.
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Middle East dispute discussed

Craig Sailor
Compromise is the key to the .Arab/Israeli
conflict said William Brinner Thursday.

By Wendy Stitt
The disputes between Israel and the
Arab countries can only be solved if both
sides compromise on the issues currently
dividing them, according to University of
California, Berkeley Prof. William Brinner.
Brinner was the fourth guest lecturer
to speak at SJSU as part of the annual
Robert E. Levinson Memorial Lecture series. He spoke last Thursday in the Music
Building Concert Hall.
SJSU President Gail Fullerton
opened the evening’s lecture by discussing the Robert E. Levinson Memorial
Lecture series, and the diverse backround of its lectures.
Each of the preceeding lectures have
been about Jewish history in honor of Levinson, who was a professor of history
and founder of the Jewish Studies program at SJSU, Fullerton said.
It is possible that an award for Jewish

studies could be given at next year’s Robert E. Levinson lecture, she said.
Brinner, who has taught Arabic and
Islamic studies at UC-Berkeley, offered
no solutions to the conflicts in the Middle
East, because the situation is too complicated, he said. He added that compromising would be better than war.

He has taught at three Israeli universities, including Jerusalem, Tel Aviv, and
Haifa.

Getting rid of all Arab states and
making them an Islamic state would have
been a solution in the past, but he said it’s
too late for that now. His ideal world
would consist of no boundaries separating
countries, Brinner said.

The most violent opposition to the
Jews came from the Arabs in 1922 and
1929-1939, in Palestine. he said.
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turreted red sandstone
Castle on the Mall, Ripley
watches yet another museum nearing completion
outside his window, a $75
million center for the art
and culture of Asia, the
Middle East and Africa
that is supposed to open in
the fall 01 1986.
It will be the Smithsonian’s 13th museum in
Washington, the latest addition to the world’s largest
complex of museums and
galleries.
Motioning at the scaffolding and construction
cranes on the Quadrangle
behind the Castle, Ripley
says, "This project embodies the main theme of the
Smithsonian, which is not
so much ’know thyself’ as
’know thy neighbor.’ Now
that we are all close neighbors, everywhere on this
little orb of ours, this
planet, we’d better get to
know one another."
For the same reason.
Ripley would like to see the
Smithsonian build yet another museum so Americans can get to know the
art and culture of Latin
America, "our kindred

continent." But he defers
questions about the Smithsonian’s future to his successor, Dr. Robert McCormick
Adams,
an
anthropologist and archeologist who is provost of
the University of Chicago.
Adams, 57, chosen by
the Smithsonian board of
regents in January for the
$100,000-a-year post, will
become the ninth secretary, or chief administrator, of the Smithsonian
when Ripley leaves office
in September, a few days
before his 71st birthday.
Ripley, himself a noted
ornithologist who still fancies the pin-striped plumage of a wealthy Yale
man, will bequeath to
Adams a sprawling, quasi government domain that
employs more than 5,000
people on a $292 million annual budget, slightly more
than half appropriated by
Congress and the balance
financed by trust funds,
and
donations
private
money-making ventures.
Among the Smithsonian’s bequests is one from

By 1948 the Jewish had a War of Liberation, and according to Brinner, in the
late 1940’s, David Ben-Gurion, the first
prime minister of Israel and a Zionist ,
believed the Jews had to live in Israel, or
they should stop calling themselves Zionists. Eventually, Zionism was replaced by
Israeli nationalism, Brinner said.

He said his hope for the future is that
Arabs will work for their nation, and will
not unite on the basis of their religion.
Brinner, who once spent two years on
a kibbutz in Israel, was director of the
Center for Arabic Study Abroad at American University in Cairo from 1967 to 1975.

Divisions among Jews began to develop, and it wasn’t until the seven-day

Brinner, who has also taught at Harvard and Johns Hopkins universities, said
Christian Arab speakers spoke in the rise
of Arab nationalism, and played a large
part by playing down the religious aspect
in favor of nationalism.
For example, instead of referring to
the people of Arab nations as fellow Muslims, they would refer to them as fellow
Arabs, he said.
Later, however, Brinner said the
Muslims joined in the movement of Arab
nationalism and eventually took it, not
nationalism, over, making religion the
basic form of identification for people in
the Middle East.

The scoop: Summer schedule

Smithsonian head retires
WASHINGTON (API
S. Dillon Ripley, retiring
after more than two decades as secretary of the
Smithsonian
Institution,
leaves behind a cultural
empire he built with the
same daring and persistence he displayed 40
years ago in his bare-bottomed pursuit of a rare
tropical woodpecker.
From his aerie in the

In order to find out where the problem lies between Israel and the Arabs, a
look back into Jewish history is necessary, Brinner said.

war in 1967 that Jews united again, he
said.
Brinner said the reason Arab nationalism came so late was because the whole
concept of nationalism was new to the
Middle East,

its
namesake,
James
Smithson, a wealthy English scientist who gave
$500,000 in gold sovereigns
to the United States in 1829
for reasons that remain a
mystery.
Smithson
specified
that the money be used "to
found
at
Washington,
under the name of the
Smithsonian Institution, an
establishment for the increase and diffusion of
knowledge among men."
Congress did so in 1846,
chartering the Smithsonian as an independent federal trust institution, and
the Treasury still pays 6
percent interest on Smithson’s gift.
Under Ripley’s supervision, the Smithsonian has
undergone
explosive
growth. It now boasts a
dozen museums and galleries in Washington which
attracted more than 25 million visitors last year. One
of them, the National Air
and Space Museum, is the
most popular museum in
the country and tops the
list of tourist attractions in
the capital.

By Net ha Thacker
DaffyAlpha -Bit,
Dill, Melrose and MiMi
the clowns showed up on
the SJSU campus Friday
afternoon to pass out free
ice-cream cones to students and staff.
SJSU’s
Continuing

Office of
Education

was scooping out the ice
cream to publicize its
summer schedule of
classes, Summer Scoop
’84, which was also available.
But the big lure on a
warm spring afternoon
was the ice cream. Publicity
Director
Judy
Rickard said the staff

"Mimi" the clown
( Lynn
Minton) hands an ice cream

served 1,000 scoops of the
chocolate, vanilla and
strawberry treats.
"It’s terrific," said
Robert Wang, a freshman computer science
major, of the ice cream.
He also picked up a summer schedule, noting
he’d like to graduate
early by taking some

Michael McGuire
crnie to Monica Kitayama at
the "Summer Scoop ’84,

summer classes.
Alexander Baer, 312
years old, wasn’t interested in the summer
schedule, but he was
busy giving lessons in
licking an ice cream cone
to MiMi, who was worried about getting ice
cream on her nose. Alexander’s mother, Susan, is
a senior public relations
major.
The clowns were led
by Alpha -Bit, also known
as Bonnie Sublett, who
teaches clown classes
through Continuing Education.
Her
next
workshop is scheduled
for June 23.
Hundreds of courses
are available through
summer session, which
begins May 29. Classes
cost approximately $60
per semester unit.
Continuing
Education also offers a variety
of trips, including tours
in California and the Hawaiian Islands. information about all programs
is available from the Office of Continuing Education, 277-2182.
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The recruiter from
Northrop University Law School
will be ON CAMPUS
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 4
to answer questions and to
distribute catalogs.

Northrop University offers a part-time
evening program in law which can be
completed in lust four years, yet still
gives you time to earn while you learn.
Northrop University is located in Los Angeles. For an application, write: Northrop Law Center, P.O. Box 600 1 , Inglewood, CA 90312 or call (2 1 3) 641
3470.

If you’re a senior and have the promise of a $10,000 career-oriented job,
do you think it’s difficult to get the American Express’ Card?
Guess again.
k’s rather easy.
In fact, all you need is a $10,000 job. That’s it. No strings. No gimmicks. And this offer is even good for 12 months after you graduate.
Because American Express wants to show that we not only believe
in your future, but we also believe in you now.
But why do you need the American Express Card now?
First of all, it’s a good way to help you to establish your credit
history. And you know how important that is.
Of course, you can also use the Card for vacation trips, as well as
for restaurants and shopping. And because the Card is recognized and
welcomed worldwide, so are you.
So call 800-528-8000 for a Special
c Ni
Student Application or look for one at
your college bookstore or on your
campus bulletin boards.
The American Express Card. Don’t
leave school without it."

IS P051

Look for an application on campus.P

D., lidera
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Four-year California conservation effort
saves more than 16,000 threatened acres
The most ambitious priSAN FRANCISCO (AP)
acquisivate conservation effort in California history
tion of 11 rare habitats threatened with destruction has
been completed after a four-year effort that raised $15.5
million.
"We’re over the top," said Peter Seligmann, director
of the California Nature Conservancy, which sponsored
the "Critical Areas Program." The effort brought together grassroots activists and industrial giants to protect areas ranging from coastal dunes to riparian woodland.
"Thousands and thouof individuals, corNationally, the sands
porations and foundations
have responded with unNature
precedented
generosity
Conservancy
and made possible the protection of the rarest examhas protected 2 ples
of California’s natural
million acres of heritage," said Seligmann.
The final gift was a $1
forests,
million check from David
Packard,
chairman of the
marshes,
Hewlett-Packard Co. and a
mountains and member of the committee
overseeing the project.
other areas
Other major grants came
from Getty Oil, Chevron
where rare
USA, BankAmerica, Wells
species of flora Fargo
Bank. The Times
Mirror
Co.. Fireman’s
and fauna
Fund Insurance, the Julio
thrive.
R. Gallo Foundation and
other corporate sources.
But the effort also won support from the group’s individual members in California, who grew in number from
9,000 to 31,000 during the campaign. Nationally, the Nature Conservancy counts 196,000 members.
Seligmann. born in Harlem and educated at Yale and
Rutgers, believes the conservancy’s ability to maintain a
neutral political posture has helped it gain broad support
from all parts of the political landscape.
Even before the Critical Areas Program, the group
enjoyed enormous success in protecting environments
that otherwise would have become shopping centers, housingh tracts and parking lots. In essence, the Nature Conservancy has become the real estate arm of the conservation movement.

Base, a computerized system operated by the Department of Fish and Game. The system was established in
1879 with the cooperation of the conservancy.
The final purchase was the Santa Rosa Plateau, a
3,100-acre ranch containing riparian woodlands, vernal
pools, five rare plants and native grasses that have never
been plowed. Seligmann said the plateau had been en
route to becoming an 8,000-acre housing development.

r Creighton Ranch. Tulare County, 3,200 acres (il
freshwater marsh.
r Jepson Prairie, Solano County, 1,600 acres of ver
nal pools and grassland.
r Kaweah Oaks, Tulare County, 330 acres of valle
oak woodland.
r Kern River, Kern County. 1,500 acres of riparian
woodland.

The first settlers who came to California found a sea
of 23 million acres of grasslands nearly a quarter of the
state’s total acreage. Today, only about 10,000 acres of
grasslands remain unchanged. The Vina Plains Preserve
in Teha ma County, will preserve 1,600 acres of grassland.
The other preserves are:

Lanphere-Christensen Dunes, Humboldt County,
210 acres of coastal dunes.
r Paine Preserve. Kern County, 200 acres, valley
saltbush scrub.
r Ring Mountain. Mario County, 377 acres, native
wildflowers.

r Baldwin Lake, San Bernardino County, 130 acres of
native wildflowers and bald eagle habitat.
r Big Morongo, San Bernardino County, 3,900 acres
of desert oasis.

Of the $15.5 million, $3 million will be set aside for
land management. The rest has gone toward land acquisition. All of the preserves will be open for education and research and all are open to the public.

State high-court
will hear case
on labor board
The state Supreme
SAN FRANCISCO API
Court has agreed to decide if the California Argriculture Labor Relations Board can order employers it finds engaged in unfair practices to bargain
with labor groups not elected by workers to represent them.
Voting to grant the hearing Thursday to the
ALRB and United Farm Workers Union were Justices Allen Broussard, Otto Kaus, Cruz Reynoso
and Joseph Grodin. Chief Justice Rose Bird did not
participate.
The ALRB found that between March and June
of 1977, Coachella Valley grape grower Harry Carian Sales allegedly committed 30 violations of the
Agriculture Labor Relations.
It set aside an election and ordered the union be
certified as the bargaining agent.
The agency alleged the unfair labor practices
ranged from "simple surveillance to threats, from
unlawful inducements to vote against the union to
..discharges and layoffs and ultimately to physical

New legislation for protection
of rivers labeled ’misleading’
MODESTO (AP) A river protection group charged that new legislation billed as protection for the
Tuolumne and Merced rivers was
really an authorization bill for a new
hydroelectric project.
John Amodio of the Tuolumne
River Preservation Trust was responding to a bill introduced Thursday by Rep. Tony Coelho, DMerced.
Environmental and rafting
groups have been fighting for wild
and scenic status on the Tuolumne
a plan supported by Sen. Pete Wilson. R-San Diego, and Rep. Richard
Lehman, D-Fresno.

Coelho’s bill proposed wild and
scenic status that would bar development on 36 miles of the south fork
of the Merced River extending into
Yosemite National Park.
"This will satisfy the environmentalists," Coelho said. "It’s a
beautiful river."
But Hope Babcock of the National Audubon Society criticized
Coelho for "playing rivers off
against each other."
Coleho’s bill would guarantee a
minimum river flow to support
white-water rafting on the Tuolumne but with approval of Con-

violence".
On Jan. 25, the Court of Appeal held the board
may not direct an employer to bargain with a labor
group unless there is an election in which a majority of the employes voted for union representation.
It agreed there was substantial evidence supporting the ALRB’s finding of unfair labor pactices
in most instances.
The ALRB said in failing to give effect to the
bargaining order, the court was depriving it of "the
only truly effective remedy" in such cases.
It said the unfair labor practices found both de
stroyed the UFW majority among workers and precluded the possiblity of a fair election.
"The ultimate effect is to withhold from agricultural workers a meaningful remedy in situations
where employers resort to every conceivable illegal means in an attempt to prevent its employees
from choosing to be represented by a union," said
the board.
The high court was urged to "restore to California farm workers the right to participate in the
union representation process free from such employer intimidation and coercion."

press would allow the $840 million
Ponderosa hydroelectric project.
The Ponderosa plan being studied by the Modesto and Turlock Irrigation districts would "wreak
havoc" on 45 miles of the Tuolumne
instead of 30 miles affected by another project that has fallen into disfavor, Amodio said.
Coelho’s bill also takes a jab at
the city of San Francisco, which
uses Hetch Hetchy Reservoir on the
Tuolumne as its prime water
source. The bill proposed opening
reservoir cabins to the public that
are now reserved for city officials.

In California, the group has protected 145,000 acres in
32 preserves including the $6 million purchase of 55,000acre Santa Cruz Island in 1981. Nationally, the Nature
Conservancy has protected 2 million acres of forests,
marshes, mountains and other areas where rare species
of flora and fauna thrive.

LAY DOWN ON THE JOB!

The 11 preserves in the Critical Areas Program were
chosen with help of the California Natural Diversity Data

Hyland Will Pay You Cash to Help

,-SUMMER CAMP JOBS-%
Camp Max Straus is a resident camp
located in the Southern California
area. We provide a therapeutic recre
ational experience for troubled boys
who may be experiencing difficulties
at home, at school, with peers, or who
may have some small degree of physi
cal limitations.

CABIN COUNSELORS
RANGLERS
GARDEN
HANDICRAFTS
NATURE

Call Today
294-6535
HYLAND
PLASMA
CENTER

HYLAND

San Jose State University’s Third Annual

STAND-UP
COMEDY SHOW!
featuring...

S.F. Comedy Competition Champ
WILL DURST
"Chicago" Steve Barkley
Marty Higgins Sean Okane
andoolad by II

dragoon Board

35 So. Almaden Ave.
San Jose, California
Fernando
San

$5.00 EXTRA$

$2.00 EXTRA$

UN YOU)) HNST OCINATION
USE THIS COUPON FOR A
45 00 BONUS
lOne coupon per person)
Fxpires Monday, May 21, 1984

IF IT HAS BEEN 2 MONTHS
OR MORE SINCE YOUR LAST VISIT
(One coupon per person)
j

Expires Monday, May 21, 1984

Student Limon Ballroom Apra 615 8 00 p rn 6250 Students 53 50 gen More Info - 277-2807
FUNDED
BY
ASSOCIATED
STUDENTS

Applications available at
Career Planning and Placement,
or call collect:
Camp Max Straus
(213) 852-1234

Summer
Scoop ’84
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Kappa Sigma

BIKE-A-THON
For
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PREVENTION OF CHILD
ABUSE

100 hrs., April 2, 12pm

Summer session classes
start May 29, 1984
Stop by DBH 136B for a
free schedule of classes.
San Jose State University
Offi( p of Cominiiing Fduation

Cycle
To Stop
The
Cycle
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THE
COURSE
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April 6, 4pm
If anyone is
interested
in making a
donation,
please call:

279-9860
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A 2nd chance in I.D. case

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) A
federal appeals court Friday gave
a father who claims Social Security numbers are "the mark of the
beast" another chance to get welfare for his daughter without her
receiving a government number.
The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals once again sent the case
of Robert Dale Callahan of Santa
Rosa back to U.S. District Judge
William Orrick for further action.
The judge had ruled Callahan’s religious interests were outweighed by the government’s interest
in
having
welfare
recipients classified by number,
and that the number requirement
was the least restrictive means of
administering the welfare program.
Callahan’s appeal sought reversal and a ruling for him on
grounds that "administrative viability" cannot be the compelling
state interest required to override
a protected religious belief.
The appeal court directed Orrick to determine cost of exempt-

Welfare applicant says
religion is at issue
ing Callahan from the Social Security number regulation and then
apply the law to that fact.
Such a finding, it said, must
be made before the judge could
hold the regulation "is the least
restrictive means of furthering a
compelling state interest."
The court noted Callahan’s refusal to get a number for his then
infant daughter Serena in 1977
was "out of sincere religious belief that universal numbers are
’the mark of the beast’ by which
the Antichrist endeavors to control mankind.
He argued compliance would
deprive him of religious freedom.
He claimed the Book of Revelation condemns use of a universal number to designate a human

being because such a number is
the "mark of the beast" and he refused to force his daughter to assume that mark.
In 1979, Judge Orrick found
the beliefs sincere but not entitled
to protection because they were
not "rooted in religious belief."
But in 1981 the appeal court held
the beliefs were religious and protected and ordered him to determine the extent to which those beliefs were burdened and whether
the regulation was the least restrictive way to met the state interest.
This time around, the appeal
court said the regulation "substantially interferes" with Callahan’s religious beliefs but also

promotes compelling state interest.
That leaves as the critical
issue, it said, the extent to which
exempting Callahan would impede the goal of administrative efficier.cy.
It said evidence failed to show
potential cost of exempting one
person or whether it would require adoption of a non-numerical
system. Nor, it added, was there
any indicaton any one other than
Callahan had those religious beliefs.
Although born a Catholic and
raised as a Baptist, Callahan said
he did not develop a strong interest in religion until 1973 while in
San Quentin prison, a year before
his release. ,
He said he and his wife had
accepted the numbers before that
time and obtained a number for
their first child because he feared
being cited for violation of parole
which terminated in December
1975.

Council asks board
to deny killer’s parole
’the city
ORANGE, Cala AP t
council, unable to have Theodore Streleski paroled elsewhere, is now trying
to keep him from being paroled at all,
citing his unrepentant attitude about
the hammer murder of a Stanford, professor.
The council passed a resolution
Tuesday asking that he be denied parole at an April 9 state Board of Corrections hearing. The council also cited
Streleski’s lack of cooperation with authorities as a reason to deny him parole.
The city of Orange had been the
designated site for Streleski’s parole
until the convicted killer refused to sign
his release documents at the Vacaville
prison March Band was sent back to his
cell.
Streleski, 47, who has served 512
years of his eight -year term for seconddegree murder, said he would rather

serve out his time and be free without
conditions than sign parole papers
which would restrict his movements
and which he said might make it appear he didn’t mean it when he killed
Professor Karel deLeeuw at Stanford
University in 1978.
"I won’t be on parole,- he said
March 8. "I’ll be discharged unconditionally. I’ll be like anyone else except
that I committed a murder."
He told reporters outside the prison
that "I don’t want to do anything that
has any implication along the line that
’Gee, I’m contrite, I’m sorry, I wish 1
hadn’t done it.’ I don’t want to do anything that says I didn’t mean it, because I meant it."
In a related vote, the city council
unanimously agreed Tuesday to support a state constitutional amendment
that would empower the governor to rescind paroles.

Elderly Oscar nominee enjoys spotlight

Lost and found:
Missile secrets

By Bob

A man who says he lound
SAN DIEGO (
secret plans for a 1980 U.S. Air Force missile program targeting Warsaw Pact forces in Europe atop
a telephone booth in an airport four years ago, has
turned the package over to the San Diego Union, the
paper reported Friday.
The man refused to give the newspaper his
name, because, he said, he travels a lot and didn’t
want to be questioned by the FBI or military intelligence officers.
He said he found the documents on Jan. 12, 1980,
in a Howard Johnson’s Motor Lodges bag, sitting on
top of a phone booth at Lindbergh Field.
The Union said the package the man handed
over contained details of a program to develop an
advanced conventional medium -range missile and
outlined various scenarios in which it could be used
to crush Communist tanks and troop formations in
Europe.
U.S. Air Force Major Don Brownlee, a Pentagon spokesman, said the program had been a research and development project, but the missile is
not "in the Air Force inventory."
The military plans detailed a concept to destroy
Communist airfield runways, and to attack tank
and troop convoys on a lengthy stretch of the east west highway running from Dresden, East Germany.
It also described targets in Warsaw Pact nations and how they could be breached by various
munition loads on the missile.
The program called for the missile to be
ground-launched or to be carried by different kinds
of aircraft.

Thomas

HOLLYWOOD 1 API Julius Epstein got his first
Academy Award nomination for co-writing "Four Daughters" in 1938. He won for "Casablanca" in 1943, and is
nominated this year for "Reuben, Reuben."
In 50 years of writing films he has seen it all, yet he
still displays an enthusiasm for his craft. He has the exuberance of a film school graduate with an overlay of
cynicism stemming from a half-century of studio warfare.
Like most screen writers, he has been overlooked in
the publicity whirl that centers on stars and directors.
Hence he is enjoying the spate of interviews following his
nomination.
"I know the reason for all the attention my age,"
said the writer, a vigorous 74. "People are surprised to
find that I’m not at the Motion Picture Country House
playing shuffleboard." His only complaint was a mild
one: a recent news photo made him look "like E.T.’s
grandfather."
He has a smooth head, brown from hours on the tennis
court. The face is lean, the eyes mischievous. He can spin
tales about his serviture in the big studios "you always
knew where you stood with Harry Cohn nowhere." During a leisurely lunch he was asked to explain what a
screen writer does.
"Well, the system has changed," he began. "When I
started out, all writers were under contract to studios.
You had three or four assignments a year, and if you had
one bad picture, you hoped that the other two or three
were good.
"Today, writing for films is more like writing for the
theater. Instead of 600 pictures a year, the majors make
80, and many of those are pickups from independent producers.
"The percentage of original scripts is much higher

’People are surprised to find that
I’m not at the Motion Picture
Country House playing
shuffleboard.’
Julius Epstein
Hollywood screenwriter

Julius Epstein, who often wrote with his late twin
Philip, started his lifelong career with a playwriting
course at Penn State University. He arrived in Hollywood
on 10 p.m. on Oct. 14, 1933, and by midnight was ghostwriting a Warner Bros. script "20 Million Sweethearts."
He misses the big studio days: "The security is gone,
as well as the fun. There is no longer a writers’ table in the
commissaries. The studios used to be clubs in those days;
you spent two hours writing and six hours in practical
jokes.
"Now when you work for a studio, they often don’t
supply offices. You’re expected to work at home."

Epstein’s last three films ( he wrote "House Calls"
with Max Shulman) have been "self-propelled." That
doesn’t provide security, but it has advantages over the
big-studio era: "A writer can do what he wants to do, not
what he’s told to do. And I always insist on some production participation, so I can hang around the set and be a
nuisance." Not like the old days, when writers found their
"There’s a saying about our work: you can make a work mangled by directors and actors.
killing, but you can’t make a living."
During his studio years. Epstein’s salary rose from
$100 a week to $2,500. Today writing stars like Robert
"Reuben, Reuben" took three years of Epstein’s life.
Towne
and William Goldman can draw $300,000 to $400,000
As he did for "Pete and Tillie" Ibis other Academy nomiper script, Epstein estimated. But few are so fortunate,
nation), he arranged a one-paragraph option from the auand most working members of the Writers Guild of Amerthor, Peter DeVries. Epstein wrote the script on spec,
ica toil in television.
then found major studios weren’t interested in the wry
tale of a boozy British poet rampaging through New Eng"It looks as if screen writing in the future will be on a
land suburbia.
moonlighting basis," Epstein commented. "That means
more financial hardships for writers. But it also means
The film finally found an angel in the Taft Entertainbet ter pictures."
ment Company, which supplied the $2.3-million budget.
Twentieth Century-Fox Classics has released the film to
Ever the realist, he views his Academy possibilities
critical acclaim and a $1.5-million gross from only 38 the- thusly: "I think ’Terms of Endearment’ will win everyaters. Business was buoyed by nominations for Epstein thing. Oh well, that spares me the agony of writing an acand for Tom Conti as hest actor
ceptance speech."

now. The studios used to rely on hit plays and novels or
short stories material that had already enjoyed a certain acceptance in another medium. Now it’s mostly originals. A screen writer works on a script the way a playwright creates a play. You can go three or four years
between pictures.

When girls want a vacation
filled with fun, sun and romance,
they go to Fort Lauderdale...

SPRING FESTIVAL

oo

Where all your dreams come true

’84

PROGRAM SCHEDULE
I. FILM SHOWING Apnl 3.2 00 p in and 8 00 y
Reception Alter 1500 p or showing
Unitinhum Room. Student Union
Featunng Him Hata Scum!, Woman

Tuesday

2. ASIAN AMERICA THEATER COMPANY- Apo! 5
7 30 p or . Thursday
Ballroom. Student Union
A Night of Irroproursatonn
3. C.S.A. CULTURAL NIGHT April 10.8.80 p.m . Tuemlay
Ballroom. Student Union

4, ANTI-ASIAN VIOLENCE FORUM April ii. 7.30 p or
Wednesday
Dudley Moorhead Hall. Room 234
April 24, 730 pot
S. CAMP ART PRESENTATION
Tuesday
Dudley Moorhead Hall. Room 234
Arlwork from the Japanese Canrentrahan Camps
6. *1(5* VAN CULTURAL PROGRAM -May 5. 7.30 pm
Saturday
Morris Dailey Auditorium

SPONSORED BY ASIAN AMERICAN STUDIES DEPT. AKBAYAN. ASIAN STUDENT IN ACTION NOW1A.0 I ANt. CHINESE STUDENT
ASSOCIATION IC S Ai. ORIOCCI.
FOR FURTHER INFO. CONTACT: ASIAN AMERICAN STUDIES, PAUL LEE 559-0144. PERRY CHOW 292.1892
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BY Tin ASSOCIATED STUDENT’ SJ SU

PRODU(TIONS
TRI-STAR PICTURES .
CARR PRODUCTION ’WHERE THE BOYS ARE’
LISA HARIMAN RUSSELL IODDIORNA URI- WENDY SCHAAL HOWARD MILLIN., LYNN -HOLLY IOHNSON’,..
ALANA SIEWART
...41{HR1STOPHER *DONALD
DANIEL NkDONAI.DAZ,’,t01.11SE SOREE
JAMES A (OWNER .".SYIVESTER lEVAY
C12
AVERBACK
WO DENIS F’REGNOLATO ’’’^:STU KRIEGER,. JEFF BURKHART" ALLAN CARR
app., 7n.
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STARTS FRIDAY, APRIL 6 AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU.
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Spartan men down Titans

SJSU women too much for USF

By Paul Lloret
If last Thursday’s Spartan victory over Fullerton
State is an indication of how good SJSU’s men netters can
play, then PCAA opponents better take notice.
The tennis squad swept all six singles contests in
straight sets en route to a 8-1 win over the Titans, who are
13-18 (0-4 in conference play). However, SJSU’s most important test to date was played on Saturday. as the Spar-

By Frank Lopez
The SJSU women’s
tennis team pulled its
record over the .500
mark with a 9-0 romp
over the University of
San Francisco.
As lopsided as the
final score was, it didn’t

though the scores were closer, the results were the same
Spartan sweeps.
Playing in the No. 3 position was Paul Van Eynde
Van Eynde dominated Craig McSmythe In a 6-1, 6-4 triumph. No. 4 Bob Hepner needed a 7-5 win in the tie
breaker to post a 6-1, 7-6 decision over Everett Brunelle
Casey Swan also needed a win in a tie breaker to post a
straight set win. The senior, playing No. 6 singles, was a 63, 7-6 (7-3) winner over David Pratt. Alex Winslow completed the sweep with a 6-3,6-3 triumph over Tim Macues.
The Spartans also took two out of three doubles
tans hosted defending PCAA champ, UC-Irvine. Before
matches to post the final margin.
hosting the Anteaters, SJSU was scheduled to play the Air
"This is the best we’ve competed down the line this
year," coach John Hubbell said. "Everybody is looking
Force Academy on Friday. Results of both matches will
be available in Tuesday’s edition of the Daily.
eager."
The Spartans 9-7 (1 -tin conference play after the FulPlaying in the No. 1 and No. 2 slots were John Saviano
lerton win) had to battle a strong wind that made things
and Dave Kuhn. The two were quick victors over their opmore difficult on the court. However, Hubbell said that
ponents. Saviano easily disposed of Mike Moore, 6-3, 6-0,
the wind didn’t seem to bother the Spartans.
while Kuhn was a victor over Fullerton’s Donny Young by
"The wind was really tough; however, everybody
an identical score:,
went out there and seemed not to worry about it."
The No. 3 through 6 matches were no different. AlSaviano explained that the wind didn’t really present
much of a problem. "You
have to move your feet and
get to the ball, especially
when volleying," the Spartan senior explained. "You
have to get to the net
quickly."
Going into the match
against
SJSU
Irvine,
seemed confident. "I’m
really psyched-up," Kuhn
said. He mentioned that
the important matches are
the ones that are easy to
get up for. But he added,
"It’s usually the junior colleges that give you trouble."
Saviano seemed
equally confident. "You
have to try and take each
match the same way and
do the best you can," he
said.
After playing four
)1)
flap!
games in five days last
week, SJSU will have a
.41111)4ii.s".
slightly easier schedule
ailM10111 t
gg 6.11111
this week. The Spartans
4 il
will be playing on three
, ...
-,.
"
successive days starting on
’’ltiltiletill
TrTM
1
Tuesday with a match
,I.$6i/S111111111111
i
against Washington State.
It
.
The men netters then host
I
t ....
.......................
.
. . ..
.444!i:
Washington on Wednesday
1-:.’
4
::..’
....... .....
.
and De Anza College on
. ......... .". .. ::
-.4-,......
,.....
_s
Thursday in an exhibition
-.. : ..... -.-1\ , .4 . ...
.
match. All matches begin
,- . ,
......
at 2 p.m.
The Spartans next conference match will be on
CrutgSath)r
April 11 when they travel to
Dave Kuhn forces the action at the net in Thursday’s win.
Fresno State.

Tennis

toti
mai iii
.astastattiatat
savessis

driiirstlitao I

- Watch Profits Grow!
Advertise in the Daily

277-3171

FACULTY DAYS
10% Off Everything
(excluding computers)
STUDENTS HELP US HELP YOU
Remind your professor to turn in
their textbook requests for Fall
1984. It will mean more money
to you during final exams.

Win a free trip to Hawaii for two.
Details at Spartan Bookstore.

Tennis
show the thorough manner in which the Spartans (6-5, 3-0 in league)
dominated last Thursday’s NorPac meeting.
With the exception of
one
match,
SJSU
breezed
to
easy,
straight set victories.
In the lone close
match Marilyn Morrell,
at No. 2 singles, seemed
to battle her own mind
more than her opponent, Pia Tallgren.
In the first set Morrell hit, or miss-hit,
backhand after backhand either into the net
or deep over the baseline. SJSU coach Lisa
Beritzhoff
explained
that Morrell had momentarily, and for unknown reasons, completely lost confidence
in her backhand stroke.
She dropped the set 3-6.
But Morrell quickly
turned it around in the
second set.
"She decided not to
worry about it as much,
and just hit out on the
ball," Beritzhoff said.
"She was able to mentally regroup." Morrell

We stand
corrected
A Spartan Daily
photo
cutline
on
March 30 indentified
the SJSU assistant
baseball coach as
Chad Rosenboom. The
correct spelling of
Chad’s name is Roseboom. The Daily regrets this error.

Craig Sailor

Marilyn Morrell overcame a slow start to beat USF’s Pia Talgren.
regrouped enough to
cruise through the last
two sets to win 3-6, 6-3,
6-2.
The rest of the
matches were snoozers.
The Spartans won all of
them, by large margins,
and they didn’t take
long to do it.
Some quick specifSJSU won a third
ics
of the sets 6-0, another
third 6-1, and in the remaining third the Dons
never captured more
than three games. Tatlgren won 11 games in
her singles’ match versus Morrell, but the rest
of the USF team managed to win only five
games in the other sin-

gles’
contests.
The
Spartans
won
two
games by default.
And the winners
were; Rochelle Morrison ( No. 1 singles),
Morrell (No. 2), AnhDoa Espinosa ( No. 3) by
default, Aileen Nishi
(No. 4), Lynda Rose
(No. 5), and Bev Davis
(No. 6). In doubles No.’s
.1-3 respectively, Morrison and Morrell, Espinosa and Davis, and
JoAnne McIntyre and
Barbara Bernard (by
default) all won for
SJSU.
Beritzhoff choose
not to dwell on the degree of the Spartans’

SanJosfiState University
’SERVICE IS OUR MAJOR"

.

The Spartans are
not the only team to
feast on USF this year
The Dons have limped
to an 0-2 record in
league play and are a
dismal 1-7 overall.
SJSU’s next opponents, Long Beach tomorrow, UC-Irvine on
Wednesday, and Cal
Poly, Pomona on Thursday, figure to provide
much tougher competition. All three matches
are on the road and
each team boasts a winning record.

ELEMENTS FOR SUCCESS

Clear direction.
Management savvy.
Product excellence.
Opportunity.
In 1981 LSI Logic set its sights on semi -custom LSI industry leadership. And
elements for success were put soundly in place.
Clear direction. We know exactly where were going. and how we’re going to
get there. Today, were the undisputed leader in computer-designable ICs.
Tomorrow we’ll be the dominant supplier of state-of-the-art semi -custom LSI
technology. We are in a field that is expected to grow at twice the rate of the
standard semiconductor industry. In 1983 alone. LSI Logic’s sales shot upward
700%!
Management savvy. LSI Logic management comes from top ranks of semiconductor industry giants. They know the products, the markets, the
methods. . . the works.
Product excellence. We’re capitalizing on the enormous growth potential of
the worldwide logic array market. With advanced CMOS and HMOS devices.
and sophisticated CAD systems for faster, more efficient LSI design. In fact, our
resources and know-how are turning out more HCMOS user-defined VLSI
designs per month than any other company in the world.
Opportunity. Were taking it to the limit. You can too. Because your talent will
be recognized at LSI Logic. not cubby-holed. You’ll grow as we grow. And
we’ll provide the tools you need to do your best, including your own terminal
for access to the powerful capabilities of our super-computer.
If you’re a graduate -to-be in electrical engineering, materials science. or
chemical engineering. you can share the rewards of our success. When we
visit your campus, we’ll discuss how you can help position LSI Logic as
the leader in the field of semi -custom logic arrays.
We’ll discuss your abilities, and how a career with LSI Logic can
enhance them. And we’ll outline your benefits as a member of thc
LSI Logic engineering team. Such as stock options. cash profit
sharing. tuition reimbursement for continuing education, and
more.

We’ll be on campus April 9, 1984

EiFSpartan
13ookitere

domination, saying simply, "It was pretty
straight-forward."

Put your own elements for success in place with LSI
Logic Contact your campus placement office today to
arrange an interview. LSI Logic Corporation is an
equal opportunity employer.

LSI LOGIC
CORPORATION
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New York State Capitol to be restored

SPARTAGUIDEReed Magazine will hold a pre-publication reading at
.1 p.m. tomorrow at the university chapel. There will be
tree wine and cheese for all who attend. For more information call Pat Nohrden at 258-6316.

The Campus Christian Center will hold a Bible study
on revelation from noon to 1 p.m. tomorrow at the S.U.
Montalvo Room. Contact Natalie Shiras at 298-0204 for
further information.

Kappa Sigma fraternity will hold a bike-a-thon to
funds to help prevent child abuse beginning at noon
today and continuing through April 6 at 148S. 11th St. The
/’vent will consist of a tandem bicycle that will be ridden
try fraternity and sorority members for 100 consecutive
hours, around and through campus. Contact David Whitehead at 279-9860 for more information.

The Asian Spring Festival will present a film from 2
tomorrow in the S.U. Umunhum Room. For
more information call Paul Leeat 559-0144.

raise

ALBANY, N.Y. API - Some
call it grand, others have found it
grotesque, but few could deny that
the New York State Capitol, which
took as long to build as the Great
Pyramid of Cheops and cost more
than the nation’s Capitol, is an architectural and historical showpiece

to 8 p.m.

Flying Twenty Inc. will hold a general meeting at 7:30
tomorrow night in Aeronautics Building Room 114. All
who are interested in joining the group or flying an airplane are welcome. Contact Jeff Martin at 286-5669 for
further information.

The Theatre Arts Department will hold auditions for
.t Mari Lyn Henry workshop from 1 to 4 p.m. tomorrow
.1 od Thursday April 5 at the TV Studio in Hugh Gillis Hall
Room 117. Bring a picture and resume and prepare for a
cold reading. Contact Kusta at 277-2763 for more informaThe deadline for submission of a petition for change
or option to maintenance management within the Aeronautics Department is 4 p.m. today. Contact John B.
winGodJr. at 277-2035 for further information.

Martin the Spartan
VOu’itE rtiorrr
HE iViSlit T

NOTICED

The Theatre Arts Department will hold preliminary
auditions for the 76th Kaucher Contest at 3:30p.m. tomorrow in Hugh Gillis Hall Room 100. For more information
call Elizabeth Gacs at 867-5739.

The Spartan Daley

HONOLULU i AP) - Los Angeles filmmakers tired of

ANNOLINUMENTS
VISION PLAN Enmll now
money teeth and eyes Fo
informanon se. A S Office or cal

0772
GIVE THE GIFT only you can give It
someone you love
a bemoan
color waren by John Paulson Pho
togrephy 448 2388
HEALTH INSURANCE, Opsoratoons ant
animal moms coat more than yor
think For health insurence to holy
pay sowing hospotafisuracel bolls
check with State Farm. Ellen Vac
Nortwrck Agent Stale Farm Ins
978 7171
REGARD MAN AS A MINE rich or
gems of inestomable volue Educe
bon can alone cause it to r
its treasures and enrage inankinr
to benefit therefrom

Robe, Wool

ems
SUMMER ’84 IN PERU Trove’ to Lima
Cuzco Machu Plcchu Amazon
etc Total espenenro on Sainte
and Peruvian culture Earn 7 units
or mom Learn by [Wong woth Pe
rumen family Call Dr Harahon
Dept of Foreign Languages 277
2576 Leave your name address
and phone number
UNINSURED MOTORIST BEWARE,
New law Automatically 1051 your
driver’s kens. Good student aid
non smoker discounts Call for
quote 280 7426 Alto renters
and life Mane Formic Insurance
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian Can
ter Sunday Lutheran 10 45 am
Catholic 4 00 and 8 00 Pa
Prayer group Tueday et 5 00 pm
Please call Campus Ministry 298
0204 for worship counseling pro
gowns and study opportunities
Rev Natal,. Shims Fr Bob Hayes,
Sr Joan Penal. Rev Norh Fon
hailer

AUTOMOTIVE
IS IT TRUE you con buy surplus mops
for 844, Get the facts today’
Hurry, Call 312,712 1142, Est
8115
78 RENAULT LE CAR Clean good
new MISS
good nil
cond
S1875ho 288 7012 294 7280
73 MGR greet shape New top wire
wheels In MOOS AM FM c aaaaa
$1700 bo 267 3039

FOR SALE
10 speed hike Escel
1 yr old Cell Gay Denny m

CENTURION
coal

377 2246
CUSTOM AIRBRUSHED T shorts We
handpera shuts using your oda
design or photo We not only
drew cam & rucks we paint any
thing on anything,’ Von murals and
Call RAT RIDER 14081
266 1500 4718 Meridwn Ave
eq Brenhern lane Alpha Rota Con
ter Sen Jose
AM TYPEWRITERS working model D
call 258
615000
electric.
3881
IfICIENT SALE, AN interior turnoshongs
from 3 000 mt ft hoary borne
Gummed deogned sofa IL love
seat $45000 5 piece bedroom
sults 5550 00 8 pore tonna din
km room surto coet 11675 008.8
$800 00 9 It Nghled Pena? all

11275 00

HELP WANTED
AIRLINES

garage.
-

CENTURY 24 theatre IS ’norm, PT po
*mons Special movie enrolee..
Apply after Rpm Mon In or after
I pm
California
6.1

COMPUTER MKT RESEARCH Firm
High Tech market reseerch firm
lookong lot PT person Dams in
clude
telephone It library re
amp
typing
gopher
mach
ong etc Good opportunity for per
son willing to learn Flexible hos
Gordon

David Softy... Acces Int 2685
Marone Way
Ste
1320 Mon
View Ca 94043
CRUISESHIPS HIRING, $113 $30 000,
Carribean Hewar, World Call for
Guide Directory
916 944 4440

Newsletter

1

of 011GYN !including family plan
nolo end ebortoonl family meth
cone and
psychotherapy depart

13622

mem

doe Janice 279 8215
RM

FOR

RENT

house

m

arose

$185 mo

roil

beau

Victorian

Iron
SJSU
free 354-8117

ve
RM

Looking for
DRAMA
STUDENTS,
work, Here sornethong you 11 do
well at Guruenteed misty plus ho
nuses for phone sales Days or
evenings no importance Call 354
1777 Mr Collins We want you
EXTRA SCHOOL MONEY, South Bay
radio research needs phone hap
25 30’hrs wk Coll Ken Asher 3
p m at 288 5400
FULL OR PART tim. posotions with na
bons fatal growing sporting
goods nolo Innovatove new con
capt For spa call 354 2004
HELP

WANTED McDONALD
Poy
well above mon wage all 1.112

avert Interviews Mon Fri 3 4 pm
Los Gatos 356 3095
HERRING GROUP HOMES homes for
male youth 13 18 yrs is looking
for child care Staff volunteer and
paid positions we oveilable Call
Mr LaPlant et 1295126 103
LIVE IN RESIDENT Menage, for ply
cho geriatric faddy Room board
good salary Illyera tome off bone
fits Reinime to 2916 10th St
San Jose Ca 95112
OPPORTUNITIES IN ENGN

Engineers

EEICS Chem Misch Software
tints compilers anew Sr Tech.
R&D FS Qa . Test vacuum cod
cam cram chop designers Send
resume and cell 971 8333 No
fees not en agency Hrtech Asso
comes 33 E San Fernando St

IN 3 DORM HOUSE 11250,split
util Kitchen pros . nr SJSU. clean
spacoous Oscar 947 8052

SANTA CLARA LAWYER has nicelg 4
bdrrn horne w extras to shore Re
verse 20 min commute to sch
$350,no Rich 244 3605 mess
SUMMER SUUBLET. furnished studio
in Willow Glen Lags balcony
kitchen pool 11385/mo from 5
2410 Fall Call 265-8481

PERSONALS
A GREAT SURPRISE to so. Chi Omega
In the morning Taroks for Me
Wallas.’ sneak! Your friends of
BE LEGALLY ORDAINED - It.. ere
dentists legal,. your right to the
Idle
’ReverendWrite
World
Chrostomoshop 1818 Susses CU
yrs Ca 93612
GIRLS, TIRED of thir same OLD LINES,
So era we 2 handsome men in
20e seek the cornpany of 2 at
tra women for .day of fine food
won.

hrs Call 297 3828
STUDENT TO ASSIST on teaching read
one opt, tent, .wk Must bee.
regent read., and evallable Mon
Thurs from 3 7 pm $4 50hr
at

257 1809

TOGO S HIRING, Deryshift sandwich
makers Apply St 529 Lawrence
Eropwy Sunnyvale 2 4 pm
WAITRESS AND BUSPERSON wanted
Japeness restereent in Morgan
Hill 779 8440

HOUSING
CLEAN 0 BORM 2 he PIOUS. 4 rent
Welk tO 5.151.1 mat m detached

13 company Di one,, with

BILLY JOEL Billy Joel fan must’
Take a chance Call Brian Enrique
293 3550
HUNNY BUNNIES make Spring Time
fun
We love our Spring
84
pledges Lyn,. Yvette Mary
Lourdes Candy Lily Kim Julie
your
sisters on
Becky
Love
GAMMA PHI BETA
LOOKING FOR A Female conmanoon to
form froondship and toll,. with
cerebral palmy man Call Brian
after Sp met 298 2308

4. been .1.5.4"
cur few.w....bw- nil thobe+it
fftnIcs
ia-IMrao
-.5FAlw Ln-o We, hica
one 4,4_ cAer chy 414 lefpu)

a-,

Cic) a.kizs
5ak

547-Rvc
cFEL/4._ext4EAA
rutV4A11.146

TACesi

all.

A

!Salle

Newt

Sheila Neal
r FEEL A IITTIS
SU/CTy

noKe

OH tuff HEY’ No frwO5zl-i4s nER47
, CATCH GP 70 you IN A (ilia
17"s .7167 5091.4 CA414
HERE! LOW MTN TNAT
0107 TO GET
SACK TO HOWE

Hama-

CARRY EYE& PIING

7HOUG99

72,*
Fur
PANT.

,64/EAL

no
help
and
day

’

rematch papers resumes
/IPA
format thesis typing gen cone
spondence and roanuscropts win
net of 1982 San Jose Regional

tutoring aveilable

Jose State Call 971 7519
RENTAL DKRM 14 per M roc cherm
cals It dry mount press Call for
app. 9 5 deity 10 1 Sat We ape
CHOWS on dkrrn supplies leatunng
Kodak Ilford Ortentaleuder 1 day
slide process by Kodak Discount
Camera Soles 451 So 4th St
S J 2759645
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY at reasons
ble rates You keep the negatives
CW114081252 4283

458

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY, EsoO
bona quality and reliable service
doetin have to be expensove For
complete coverage et very affords
ble rates call snytime TAKAT
377
PHOTOGRAPHY
SUNO

INVITATIONS So CERTIFICATES for all
occasions and all budgets Celli
graphy our specialty For Free Est,
Invitations

e venong seminars Includes equip
ment textbooks meals camping
$350 VIC McLean s Wild River
Tours

would want to know more about it
wouldn t you, For the P.M
seven years John Paulson s Pho
tography hes been doing must that

P0

(Haan Help with Moral
PREGNANT IN UNHAPPY, loving coo
ph, may he able to help Call collect
415 591 8362
TO THE LADIES of Chi Omega You
gals are too much fun, Thanks for
hrsek lest
the Sleepyheads of

Box 500

Lotus

95651
19161 626 5042
PLOYMENT AVAILABLE also

Ca
EM

TRAVEL

for many couples Perhaps we can
do the same for you, Pleese call
John Paulson Photography 448

SPRING BREAK BAJA, &Rotuma sed
ventures Camper coahes coo
hoot meals lessons and learning

2388
MONTE AL BAN MEDICAL Clonic is pro
alum free prom test and Pap
smears A low cost holongual Span
’oh speaking clinic offeror, full

boards or bring your own rog
L aaaaa S F 4 13 returns 0 22
Emily lull moon It warn weother
sailing $389 Includes all Green
Tortoise 415 821 7911

range Other SerVIC SI twon
ble Ise are 011/GYN abortoon full
tam prenatel rem pedoetric core
pro menial seams personal ;nary
cases Phew.’ therapy and much
more Call now 408 274 2231
7 00 pm Mon Fro
Open 9 00

TYPING
ABSOLUTELY ACCURATE
296
Trust Tony
that’s tops
2087 IBM Selector Avaolable 7

TYPING
days weekly All work guarisnteed
depend
Fast
ACCURATE TYPING
able conscientious E psoonced
on typing farm pepsts them re
oorts eh Sunnyvale 736 8910

1661 Burdett. Dr St D S J
MOVE THROUGH LIFE rah Math Con
llama., The Meth Institute offers

Typing Contest Located near Son
Jose Flea Market Looking forward
to working with you Off Ins
13 30 5 30 M F Available eve It
wknds by ,.quest Call Jane 251
5942

regent quality end am. low price,
It double spaced pg and one
ribbon for papers 5 pos or more
Jeannre 274 1975
IBM

pars thews mating labels 11 rep.
trove let,.,.’Call ICS at 292
8161 to, an OPointronint’ We
have very cheap rotes plus 10%
off your first service,

ACCURATE TYPING that’s fast and do
pendoble IBM correcting ’electric
Work guaranteed Coll Renee’ al
978 1445
AMPARA’S EXPERIENCED Word Pro
coming Typing Service* All konds
1214998
14151
969 4491
Scott Blvd It San Tomas Expwy
CALL LINDA for professoonal typing
word processing
II 50P.17.
Idouble spored pica type/ 10deif
free disk storage Cassette nen
scription avertable Near Afineden
Expwy
It Brenham Ln
Guar
instead quick return on all payers
CAROL S TYPING Svc ’Prot qua fast
lumens,
IBM
H
It
’meat,
ST 40pg
Camden Leigh
978

INTELLIGENT TYPING FulltIme typing
edam) serums
sPeclolizing In
work
Emilia. with
TSP, style manuals In Mountan
View wroth easy access from High
ways 280 and 101
Connie

modem.

klern14151967 0792
MASTERPIECE TYPING for that Perfect
Papa’ Professional work guar
erased
Theses
Resumes
and
.Legal on IBM Selector Proofread
mg
grammar and *paling orn
movements upon request
Near
SJSU Rene at 287 6050
QUALITY TYPING SOISIC Near SJSU

own.

2193

Term
resumes and reports
Fast and actuate Low tales Call
971 9315

TERM PAPERS thesis resumes for all
rout typing needs call Perfect fin
emissions
996 3333
student
eeeee Located in Campbell
EASYTYPE

SECRETARIAL SERVICE
Reports theses resumes bum
nets letters
Word processong
avalable Fast end accurate call
249 0412

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for all your
typing needs
reports resumes
theses prof essionel prepay fast
end
accurate
LOW
RATES
161 25pg double spored)
R.
sumo. from $500 Cell P.m at
247 2681 located on Santa Clara
new San Tomas and Monroe
HAYMOND Er TYSON Serreteroal Set,
ice Fest aroma/ Prol Mang
IBM S....CIVIC II Call Shaan et
928 9220
HELLO STUDENTS,

I on back again to
type your papers w the sante ex

SELECTRIC ex secretary
very
reasonable Los Altos Pet at 941
2917

INNOVATIVE COMPUTER SERVICES os
located right alas the *Peet
horn SJSU lor your convenience,
We specieliza in resumes term pa

Phone 264 4504

2050
WHITEWATER GUIDE SCHOOL Apr
14 22 90.0. on rover training

LOOMING FOR A WEDDING Photog,
ulnae, If there were
wee You
could have a fantastic time at your
wedding end still yet national
toward worming photography you

SUNNYVALEiVALLCO Marc.. top
mg IBM Saectnc III Prompt neat
arum,.
51 25 page
ldouble
spaced pocal 739 0715
TERM PAPERS THESES RESUMES for
ell your typing needs Call Perfect
’maw...ions
Stu
996 3333
dent owes Located m Campbell

TYPING

PAPER DUE, Don’t tYP7
Don I worry Emergency’s at. my
speciality CM Mrs Ryan for gum
nt.d professional results APA
Turbian
or any other forme,
51 50 per page double spaced
252 6863

WANT IT TYPED RIGHT’ Call Wrote
Type Typing S *doting by the
page hr or fob 20,,, Per
Bet
br

972 9430 eyes

298 4606

days
WHEN

YOU NEED word processing
you ..1101 Memel Enterprise You
get speedy return plus the ultimate
on accuracy and super quality 20
minuta west of campus Reech us
at 241 0503

WORD PROCESSING The ultimate on
prof...tont typing
Guaranteed
error Ire. Reasonable
student
rates Pick-op and dekvery oval
able Coll Goody at 274 5604
WORD
PROCESSING
TyProg
II 50 page. 10 years cop
fast
turn around
Sans, in non gator
anteed
DM 1 000 word pro
cessor IBM correcting ’electric
medical end tape tmnscoption
(Campbell steel Ear erre.. off
freeway Call Nancy at 866 2458
WORD PROC. TYPING It Copier sem
oc convelhent ’oratorio
Carole
294 777,:or 280 1000 You can
also come in and use our computer
to type rowers resumes etc 3
tamale,.
avast
Special
offer
13 00 per.nr 11 1 hr FREE rah
3 hr rental Open weekends and
S01.911

TYPING SERVICE Resumes term pa
pas cants graph.
Transcrop
Iron too. Post KC...8M ...dem
rates Near 280 in Sunnyvale Cell
730 8969
TYPING TERM Paws etc Reasons
ble rates Call after it 30 pm
RAMIREZ TYPO", and 80.551’P.^9
Service 259 3395
TYPING THESIS Term perm,* etc
Experoenred and fast mannish!.
rem, Phone 269 8824

WORDSWORTH
in
SUNNYVALE
Word Processong letter quality
service for repons etc %mane
corer letters can include address
merging Reach prospective ern
plover desks el fortHsely Contin
uoue form lotterheed quality PePer
? envelopes and various IS..
at and accurate
style. @sellable
turnaround Uwe, your written
work wet... 14081245 1049

ir=amr..............amaammemmeammmmiermammrimp
Print Your Ad Here
Ad Rates
Minimum three

lines on

Two
One
Deys
Day
$3.80
/ 3 Lines $3.10
4 Lines $3.80 $4.50
5 Lines $4.50 $5.20
6 Lines $5 20 45.90
Each Additional Line Add

Three
Days
$4 15
$4 85
$5.55
$6 25
$ 70

(Count epproxometely 30 letters and speces for each Line)
1111111111111111111111_1111

one day

If you am pregnant end need
you will fond someone to listen
help et BIRTHRIGHT Cal us
or night 241 8444 Cool,

14081

PIANO LESSONS on you, own home
Stephen Mello MA in minor San

FUTONS carefully handcrafted born 3
8 Myers of the finest 100% cot
ton drearnsweet futons ate avail
able in
vanity of sores and col
ors
Also frames pillows
end
covers of the same fine quality at
al I warble prices
Student dis

mates Call
Inc 408 286 3444

ACCURATE TYPING SERVICE Pro all
work guaranteed Specialising on

my Arithmetic for Adults Ban
Algal,.
Geometry
CBEST of
ELME Preparation Group end or
295 6066

poontrnents lking this lid for free
pregnancy test

counts
DRE AMSWEE T
9710 298 4183

help in the form of 3 sabot 6 hour
intensive, Overcomong Meth An x

privets

We re located right mound
the COMO. from SJSU at 15th II
Sente Clam Streets Call Women s
Community Clinic Inc at 287
4090 for information and or op

Someone Cares
PREGNANT
BIRTHRIGHT will help you get a
free pregnancy test find .doctor
Odeon finances’ INS find Pia. for
You to slay continue your school

Four
Day
$4 36
$506
$5 76
$646

Each
Entre
Five
Day
Days
$4 50 $ 80
$5 20 $ .95
$5.90 $).10
$6.60 $1.25

1111111111111111111111111111111

111111111111111111111_111111111,

11111111111.1_111111_1_1111111111_11

Print Name

Kapp. Delta

301 S J
RELIABLE PERSON tor 13 hrs wk
67 00 he for house cleaning Flex

PARE 2 -MINUTE PREGN
artoduce youreell
les
moral blandly low cost health
care services We haves full range

1 DORM
spec clean quiet
nwly decorated W G & elec pd
4425 plus $300 sac dap 288

Genets. Phi

DISHWASHER WANTED, Lunch 11 3
Monet Sushi Japanese cumin.
617N 8th St Ca11998 9711

Cara Mr Spencer
after noon

Loudon

kW TO SHARE 3 barn duplex 5 mo
to SJSU Nonmko 1 3 utls 9195

CLERK VIDEO STORE, Pen none good

send resume no calls to

kg

FURN

Stewardesses
reservationists,
$14 $39 000
Worldwide, Call for Directory
Grade
Newsletter
1 916 904
44400

Apply
Video 1949 Tully Rd

1/2 born?,

Ckintfild ht ’AC
$1100Pmth
737 7111 or
51100 dooms.
998 1096 Robert

HIRING’

personality

Tim Bricker
.5,cArr

Jyc

CLASSIFIED

.

sell
ass6 on CdRi & vit tkoes
lamps
Can help delivior
14081238 9809

phone I4081371 6811
DON’T LOOK ANY Further, BAPTIST
Student Union ’Ito, you Everyono
is welcome Come ran inI week
day Bible study at 11 30 on Toes
days in the Guadalupe Am of thr
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"I’m keeping my fingers crossed," he says.
But Hawaii’s potential as a film location has been hindered somewhat by its isolation, relatively small population, lack of suitable sound stages, and an inadequate promotional budget to slug it out for big film business with
larger states such as New York and Florida, Wong notes.
Other states also have more and better equipped
sound stages to satisfy demanding filmmakers.
"It’s rustic here," says Charles Johnson, "Magnum"
supervising producer in Honolulu. "Even though we’ve
been given good accommodations, it’s not like Universal
Studios in Los Angeles."
Despite the apparent difficulties, Hawaii has an allure and a feel most mainland United States locations
don’t have, Wong says. It also has long been attractive to
Japanese and Asian producers, he says.
In addition, one of Thailand’s major filmmakers.
Santi Santipattanachai, recently completed a feature
length film in Hawaii for distribution in Thailand.
The state Department of Planning and Economic Development established the Hawaii Film Office in 1978 to
attract and facilitate filmmaking in the islands. The office helps filmmakers scout locations, aids with visa problems, and helps in obtaining permits.
Despite Hawaii’s efforts to attract the film industry,
other states may yet elbow the Aloha State to the side.
Wong says.

smog and traffic are looking West. Asian filmmakers
seeking a Pacific mystique are looking East.
Both are coming to Hawaii, drawn by the islands’
sunny days, exotic locations and diverse population, state
officials say. The result is millions of dollars for Hawaii’s
economy.
"We can deliver just about everything but a smoky
city," says Henry Wong, director of the Hawaii Film Office.
"In Los Angeles, sometimes the smog is so bad you
can’t shoot until afternoon," says Wong. "Our skies are
clear, so you can shoot from early morning."
In 1983, filmmakers left about $35.2 million in the
state, says Wong.
The biggest spenders were the producers of the
"Magnum, P.I.," television series, who spent about $10
million; producers of Japanese television commercials,
who spent about $8 million in the state; and the producers
of "Uncommon Valor," an action film starring Gene
Hackman, who spent about $4 million and used a location
on Kauai as the site of a Laotian prison camp.
In 1982, film producers spent about $31.6 million in
Hawaii, up from the estimated $17 million in 1981, says
Wong.
Wong estimates that filming in Hawaii may bring as
much as $40 million to the state during 1984.
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Hawaii draws more filmmakers
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The Career Planning and Placement Center will hold
a co-op orientation at 2:30 p.m. today in the S.U. Costanoan Room. Call Cheryl Allmen at 277-2272 for more information.

The United Campus Christian Ministry will hold a
prayer group from 5 to 6 p.m. tomorrow at 300 S. 10th St.
Contact Natalie Shiras at 298-0204 for more information.

.

The building was constructed
more than 32 years under the direction of the most respected architects
of the time, with no expense spared
when it came to elaborate stone and
wood carving, gilded wall coverings, massive chandeliers, heroic
murals and soaring ceilings in the
style of a Gothic cathedral.

The Community Committee for International Stu
dents will provide conversational English tutoring for all
international students from Ito 3 p.m. today through Friday in Administration Building Room 206. Call Muriel at
277-3690 or 3691 for more information.
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Through these pink marbled
hallways, faintly scented with the
funk of a hundred years of cigar
smoke, have passed governors who
became national leaders: Presidents Grover Cleveland, Theodore
Roosevelt and Franklin D. Roosevelt; Vice President Nelson A
Rockefeller
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University Police to work longer shifts
continued from page 1
said he needed a change. He also said he was attracted by
the potential of promotion.
"It’s an opportunity for me to realize my full potential
in law enforcement," Harris said.
Meanwhile, Quinton who left the department because of medical reasons and probably will retire
served as chief for 16 years. His position is being filled by
Lt. Maurice Jones until a permanent replacement is appointed.
Jones has assumed the role as chief while maintaining his duties as lieutenant. James has also taken on extra
duties since Quinton left.
Neither James nor Jones said this will present a prob-

lett( But they did
illy!, would be working longer shifts.
Although Jones is concerned about the shortage of
staff, he said a couple of officers who left University Police in recent years have expressed interest in returning.
Jones said he would not reveal their names, but said
they would have to compete with other applicants in order
to return.
Jones said the department usually has 18 uniformed
patrolmen but is getting by with 14. However, he said
even though there are less uniformed officers, there are
several others who are available in an emergency including himself.
"I’m not too good not to do that (go on patrol
said. "If the need are-i’s. I’ll do it

Jones

"We must all remember why we’re here to provide
a service to the university community."
Jones said he will also return officer Steve Guiterrez
to patrol within the next two weeks. Guiterrez is the
fourth officer along with Harris, Barner and Zeno
who has been off patrol.
Guiterrez has been coordinating the cadet program
since Quinton assigned him to this duty on a full-time
basis March 7. He has been available for patrol in emergency situations.
When his schedule is changed, Guiterrez said he will
work three days on cadet coordination and two days on
patrol weekly. However. Jones said Guiterrez’s police officer duties will came before his role as cadet coordinator

"I can’t justify tying an officer up full time to coordinate the cadet program," Jones said.
However, Guiterrez said he has accomplished a lot as
cadet coordinator.
"When I took over, we had four cadets and now we
have 40. I accomplished my goal so it’s about time to go
back to patrol," Guiterrez said.
He said the cadet program gives SJSU students a
chance to learn about law enforcement and gain practical
experience while earning college units.
But, he said he misses patrol.
"When I hear the radio, it’s my natural instinct to
want to go out there and assist the other officers," he said.
"But the cadet program is great, and I like working with
the students "

California’s gold forged liberals

raig Sailor

Historian James Holliday speaks
to students Thursday about the in-

fluence the told Rush had on
s ha ping thatutter of California.

By Anne Hellquist
California received its liberal and eccentric personality from the tens of thousands of
people who moved west during the Gold Rush,
according to James S. Holliday, executive director of the California Historical Society.
Holliday discussed the impact of the Gold
Rush with an audience of about 65 people in the
Student Union Costanoan Room on Thursday.
He said he has been accused of being antiCatholic because he feels "we are too attentive
to the missions" of 18th and 19th century California history. "If we are going to understand
the 20th century, we should spend less time on
Father Serra and more time with Hiram Johnson."
Holliday is author of "The World Rushed
In, The California Gold Rush Experience,"
which the New York Times selected as one of
the most important books of 1982.
The book, which Holliday said took 30
years to write, tells the story of one of the thousands of unsuccessful gold diggers who came
to California in the 1850s.
Holliday said his "justification" for writing another book about the Gold Rush was to illustrate how the Gold Rush was a "watershed," which redirected the expansion of
America and altered our system of values and
mores.

Health corner

Risks can be minimized
Health Corner is writ
ten by staff writer Angela
Stanford. It appears every
Monday.

Today, Dr. William
Marshall answers a few
questions about sexually
transmitted diseases.
Q: What diseases are
considered to be sexually
transmitted diseases?
A: Many different diseases fall into that category. But we’ll talk about
gonorrhea, syphilis, genital herpes and non-gonorreal urethristis (NGU
Q: What are the the
symptoms caused by these
diseases?
A: Well, for example,
with gonnorhea. there is
usually a burning on urination. There is also some
sort of urethral or vaginal
discharge. although that’s
not true in every case.
There are asymptomatic
carriers.
Many
women, and I think 30 percent of the men, now are
asymptomatic.
Syphilis is the great
imitator It can imitate any
disease. There’s the initial
chancroid, which is a small
sore in the genital area,
and then, the secondary
syphilis phase is the continuous manifestation. of skin
rashes.
Genital herpes that’s
a vesicular, water-blister
type rash that’s painful in
the acute stage.
The NGU is pretty
much like gonorrhea in na!tire i Oh the burning on

urination, and either urethral or vaginal discharge.
It’s just that it is caused by
a different organism.
Q: How many people
are being infected by these
diseases?
A: Generally speaking, I’ve seen figures anywhere from 10 to 15 million
annually in this country.
On this campus, the
highest incidence is genital
herpes. We see some gonorrhea, but essentially no
syphilis.
Q: What reason do you
attribute to the spread of
these diseases?
A:
Well, I think
changes in our sexual behavior. and the emergence
of strains of micro-organisms that are sensitive to
antibiotics, contribute.
Also, some patients
are symptomless carriers,
so they don’t seek help. The
ease of travel from one section of the country to another is another ( reason).
Q: How serious can
these diseases get?
A: Well, of course,
sterility is one of the more
serious. Speaking of gonorrhea, a male can get epididymitis, which is an infection of the epididymis a
long, oval -shaped structure attached to the rear
upper surface of each testicle).
In women, it’s more
commonly the fallopian
tubes, or they can get a pelvic inflammatory infection.

Syphilis can be very
serious. If not treated, it
can cause cardiovascular
problems and neurological
problems.
It affects the whole
body, and not just the genital area. That’s why it can
mimic so many different
diseases.
NGU is pretty much
like gonorhea.
Q: Can any of these
diseases he spread any
other way than sexually?
A: Basically, these organisms are only sexually
transmitted.

specific treatment
Q: What can people do
to prevent the spead of
these diseases?
Using condoms
A:
helps prevent spreading
Urination
after
sex
Cleansing after sex.
These things don’t
guarantee that a person
won’t catch these diseases.
but they minimize the risk

’The gold seekers were greenhorns," Holliday said. Unlike the hardy pioneers from the
original Jamestown settlements, the tens of
thousands people who moved west to California
in 1849 were "city folk" unprepared for the
deprivations that awaited them, he said.
These people had "never followed a plow,
didn’t have a callous on their hands, couldn’t
fire a rifle, had never ridden a horse, and knew
less about the West and the outdoors than Boy
and Girl Scouts do today," Holliday said.
But "the expectation of success in a very
short time" lured these people away from their
wives and families.
"It wasn’t only the prospect of gold, but the
promise of returning home," that attracted
them, Holliday said. They viewed California as
a means of getting rich quick.
"It was the greatest place in the world to
be a woman," Holliday quipped.
"The dynamite of California has been described as one-half ambition and one-half unfullfilled passion," he said.
Of the 29,864 people who left California in
1850. only eight of them were women.
Almost all of the argonauts gold-seekers )
who arrived in California were young men,
separated from their friends and relatives and
the influence of "hometown eyes."
A total of 882 million dollars was taken out

ENGINEERING, PHYSICS,
CHEMISTRY, MATCH
MAJORS
Earn over $1,000 per month for
up to 2 years while still a
student at your university. The
navy Nuclear Power Program is
offering financial support plus
benefits package to top students
who qualify. Navy representatives
will be interviewing on
campus at the CPPC:

of California in gold mining by 1852, Holliday
said. But "not one penny" of tax was ever paid
to the federal government during that time,
even though the land was federally owned.
"Everybody did business in credit, it was a
handshake or a piece of paper," he said.
However, only 90 percent of the argonauts
did, in fact, succeed. And beginning in the
1850s, about 30,000 people left California each
year, sailing home on "magnificent" ships
from San Francisco.
They brought home with them the "virus of
California values." They carried with them
"this sense of ambition. .. freedom. . . impatience," Holliday said.
But they came home changed, he said.
"You couldn’t keep them back on the farm."
after they had seen the "wild and gaudy" MU,
of California.
So, many returned, this time with their
families, to the "freedom and opportunity"
they had found in the West, he said.
Holliday, who lives in Los Angeles, said he
has been traveling around the state and different parts of the country lecturing on California
history.
His SJSU appearance was sponsored by
the Sourisseau Academy for California State
and Local History, which is affiliated with the
SJSU History Department.
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Q: How are these diseases treated?
vi
A: Gonorrhea
treat with Ampicillin, all
antibiotic, along with Ben
emid, which prolongs the
blood level so we can gi% i
them one big single dose of
medicine.
Syphilis I think pen
icillin is the drug of choice
Herpes can only be
symptomatically treated,
r-tunately. There’s n,,
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wave of Bondmenia that swept the country
in the mid 60s 007 battles an mil genius
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